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Cocktail Team Building Packages
Here at Skyline we pride ourselves on offering a food and beverage
experience that caters to your next event booking. Our Head Chef,
Sommelier, and Mixologist have come together to create a variety of evening
options that are fun, educational, and lip-smacking fun. We have structured
our packages in forms of cocktail classes, spirit seminars, cocktail/wine
functions, unique dinner pairings, and creative bachelorette functions.

— Mixology 101 —
Become a mixologist! Each package offers a variety of drink options to try out for the
evening. Discover just how easy it is to mix up cocktail concoctions! Each package offers
the experience in making 1 of each; a cocktail, a martini, and a shooter.

RAIL ROAD RUCKUS
Discover the endless options to make from simply working with your rail spirits at home!
— $50 —
PURE AND PLAYFUL
Spice up the drink with purity of spirit. See how crystal clean a premium spirit can morph
your creation into dangerous, easy downing juices!
— $65 —
BREAKING THE LIMITS
Ever wonder why people choose ultra premium spirits for a cocktail? When done
correctly, it can make a world of a difference – find out why!
— $80 —

— Mixed-up Relay —
Add another twist to your evening with a cocktail relay race! Choose from a
selection of fun and fashionable drinks. Learn how to make them, and bring out that
competitive side in you. The Skyline group is proud to offer you this interactive and
enjoyable event game to add to your next upcoming function. You will be surprised
how quickly your youthful competitive side reveals itself through this unique game.
Your personal bartender referee will host each Mixed-Up Relay Race. He or she will
set the rules, give the directions, and keep you all relatively in line. Your ‘Mixed-up Bartender’
will perform the perfect cocktail demonstration, and then let the competition begin!
Your relay race event will begin with a greeting glass of sparking wine and
cocktails throughout the relay race, along with a cheese and hors oeuvre station.
The winners of the event…well you will just have to see!
In order for the event to be fun and interactive, speed is of the essence of
the game! A minimum of 10-12 people, and a maximum of 40 people are able
to participate in this game. Groups of 4 are recommended.
Groups of 8-10 people - $55/person
Groups of 10-18 people - $50/person
Groups of 18-40 people - $45/person

— Spirited Seminars —
Ever wonder why premium spirits are simply impossible to refuse? Explore the endless world
of fine spirits through interactive classes. Engage your senses, discover new flavours, jump
into the unknowing behind your favourite spirits! Begin the evening with a specialty-made,
premium style cocktail with your chosen spirit followed by a guided tasting session for each
spirit, and finished with a market fresh hors oeuvres selected by our executive chef.

RUM RUN
What’s with all the hype about rum regarding different colours when it’s all made from
sugar cane anyway? Taste and savour the difference between a white, amber, and then
a fine-aged Mount Gay rum – silver, gold and extra old – You’ll be shocked!
— $49/person —
COGNAC OR BRANDY?
Deciding between the two is a whirlwind of fun discoveries! Does one prefer fresh
orange peels and violets to dried prunes and walnuts? Remy Martin – representing an
eaux-de-vie from the true heart of Cognac region since 1724. Learn the difference
and appreciate the basic brandy, a VSOP Cognac, and an XO Cognac!
— $79/person —
IT ‘S TEQUILA CHIQUITA!
Artisanal or arsenal? Discover what sets elite, hand-made tequila, apart from the rest!
Sample a basic bar style, and compare the flavours with Patron’s Silver and Anejo styles.
Patron, the 1 ultra-premium tequila in the world, has transformed something that was once
downed with salt and lime to something that is sipped and savoured – find out why!
— $69/person —

— Chocolates & Spirits —
Seductive, Sweet and Savoury – Chocolate and fine spirits have each
been celebrated for centuries for they carry signature flavours. Sommeliers
study a wine’s taste, smell, and visual cues to identify its region, grape,
barrel wood, and year. Discovering the complimentary flavour explosion between
both, fine chocolate and luxury spirits is only the next endeavor . . .
Join us for a tutored tasting session, pairing our finest spirits and imported
Colombian chocolates! Each evening will commence with a welcome, tailor-made
cocktail from your selected spirit. Followed by your selected spirit and chocolate
seminar, and ended with a selection of chef inspired appetizers. Choose your
evening spirits from a variety of spirited characters as seen below:

FRESH ‘N LIVELY
Not all good things come at high prices! Discover the fresh and lively
flavours of premium spirits when paired with seductive chocolates.
Spirits: Remy Martin VSOP Cognac Patron Silver Tequila,
Mount Gay single barrel-aged Rum
— $55/person —
ELEGANCE
Not too old yet not too young. See why these middle ground age levels reveal
the best of both characters between a youthful and a well-aged spirit.
Spirits: Remy Martin VSOP Cognac, Patron Reposado Tequila,Mount Gay XO Rum
— $65/person —
BETTER WITH AGE
The best things come to those who wait! Discover just why patience is a virtue
when fine-aged spirits are involved!
Spirits: Remy Martin XO Cognac, Patron Anejo Tequila,
Mount Gay XO Rum
— $75/person —

